
9. Use crimping pliers to attach

crimp covers over crimp beads.

(Optional)

10. Open jump ring at one end of

necklace and attach hook. Close

jump ring.

11. Open jump ring at other end and

attach chain. Close jump ring.

12. Open loop at top of charm dangle

and attach to bail. Close loop.

Elisa 
Necklace

Design by: Tracy Proctor 

Instructions
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Elisa Turquoise looks gorgeous with our Antiqued 
Gold parts in this simple but stunning strung 
necklace design.

1. Close both jump rings and set

aside.

2. Onto eye pin string 1 Kenyan

spacer, 1 gemstone bead, and 1

Kenyan spacer. At top of second

spacer bend wire over at right

angle and use round nose pliers

to form a simple loop, trimming

excess wire. Open a loop at one

end and attach charm. Close loop.

Set aside.

3. Cut 24" of beading wire and

string on 1 crimp bead. Thread

TIP: When adjusting the beads and 
wire for the second crimp bead be 
sure to leave enough space for the 
bail to sit between the two center 
flower spacers. If gemstone bead 
holes are not large enough to allow 
for covering beading wire tails check 
crimp bead to make sure secure, then 
carefully trim tail close to crimp bead.

1 end of wire through the jump 

ring about 2" then back through 

crimp bead. Adjust bead and wire 

to form a 1/8" loop with a 1" tail, 

then secure with crimping pliers. 

4. *String on 1 flower spacer and

1 gemstone bead* covering tail.

Repeat * through * 10 times.

5. String 1 flower spacer and the

bail.

6. Repeat * through * 11 times.

7. String 1 flower spacer and 1

crimp bead.

8. Thread end of wire through sec-

ond jump ring then back through

crimp bead and a few beads.

Adjust wire and beads to take up

slack, allowing enough space for

the bail to sit between the 2 cen-

ter flower spacers. Secure with

crimping pliers and trim excess

wire.

Supplies 
1     Twisted Hook (94-6199-26)
1     Longhorn Charm (94-2576-26)
1     Royal Bail (94-5629-26)
25   Flower Nugget Large Hole
       Spacer Bead (93-0454-26) 
2     Kenyan Spacer Bead 
       (93-0405-25)
2     Crimp Bead 2x2mm (01-0030-09)

2     Crimp Cover 3mm, optional    
       (01-0032-09)
1     Eye Pin 2" 21ga (01-0027-09) 
2     Oval Jump Ring 20ga, 4x3mm ID     
       (01-0018-09)
2"    Embossed Brass Cable Chain 
       9x6mm (20-0325-26)
23   Gemstone Nugget Beads 11- 
       12mm, Elisa Turquoise shown
Medium Beading Wire (.018-.019")

Required Tools
Chain nose pliers (2), round nose, 
pliers, wire cutters, crimping pliers

Finished Size
Approx. 18-20" (adjustable)

skill set
easy peasy
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Watch the technique videos 
in the DIY section of our blog 
(look for Crimp Beads, Simple 
Loops, and Jump Rings).
TierraCast.com/blog/tag/diy


